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Written in a friendly, accessible style by an expert team of authors with years of experience in

both conducting and supervising systematic reviews, this is the perfect guide to using

systematic review methodology in a research project. It provides clear answers to all review-

related questions, including:How do I formulate an appropriate review question?What’s the

best way to manage my review?How do I develop my search strategy?How do I get started

with data extraction?How do I assess the quality of a study?How can I analyse and synthesize

my data?How should I write up the discussion and conclusion sections of my dissertation or

thesis?

"Placing myself in the capable hands of this trusted guide allows me to draw on practical tips

and concise explanations without the nagging fear that I 2ve missed something. If you want to

travel light, unencumbered by unnecessary baggage, making steady progress to successfully

complete your very own systematic review journey then climb on board!"-- Andrew

BoothInsightful, pragmatic and student-centred. This user-friendly guide will help students

build confidence and skills while maintaining enthusiasm through their whole research

journey.-- Cary A BrownIt’s like having the map to finding a buried treasure!This book offers a

blueprint for successfully and easily conducting a systematic review. The authors present the

material in a clear, relatable and comprehensible manner enabling even the novice student to

navigate the sometimes murky waters of the review process. This book is a MUST in the

arsenal of every masters and doctoral student conducting systematic reviews, and will likely be

pulled from the bookshelf time and time again.-- Jill Firtell --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorAngela Boland has worked at LRiG (Liverpool Reviews and

Implementation Group) since it was established in 2001 and has carried out many systematic

reviews of both clinical effectiveness and cost effectiveness of health care

interventions.Gemma Cherry is the Prometric postdoctoral researcher at the Centre for

Assessment Research Policy and Practice in Education (CARPE) at DCU. Gemma is involved

in the full programme of research at CARPE. Her most recent contributions include research

examining the psychometric properties of remote proctoring testing modes and research

focusing on automatic item generation (AIG).Rumona Dickson has been involved in the

conduct of systematic reviews in health care for over 20 years and has been the Director of

LRiG since 2001. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Amy, “Good one. I use it in my research. Thank you”

me, “Clear guide. A very easy to read guide on conducting systematic literature reviews. This

book made the process- which at first seemed overwhelming, very manageable in a clear step

by step process. Highly recommended.”

knezmom, “A great resource!. I used this book to outline my own systematic reviews. In

addition, I have recommended this book to other graduate students.”

Mitch, “So far I’m impressed. Well done!. Making the overwhelming task of a systematic review

doable”

marie, “Easy to read and very useful. I have read half of this book and it is brilliant! Due to

library’s currently closed there was no way of me accessing This book therefore had to

purchase it, it was well worth the money! I’m doing a systematic review for my masters thesis

and have never done one before, after reading Half the book I already feel very confident that I

can manage the work load. It is very easy to understand and broken down into manageable

chunks with no jargon!This will be my go to through out my project and believe it will help me

get the results I needIf this review helped u please click on helpful, thank you x”

Tonicha, “Very helpful book for any student choosing to do a systematic review for their

dissertation. I'm currently in the middle of doing MSc Human Resource Management degree,

and bought this book because Covid 19 prevented me from carrying out my originally planned

primary data collection. Instead I chose to do a systematic lit review and I'm so thankful I

bought this book! We weren't taught very much about using secondary sources in class and so

I really had no idea where to start. This book clearly lays out all sections needed to complete

your research thesis and is well written and easy to understand. The section on how to

interpret your data/findings was very helpful to me. 10/10!”

Dawid Kashi, “Perfect book and must to have. This is one of the best books I have ever read.

Easy to read and perfect for undergraduate, masters, PhD students. It gives you a step by step

guidance with clear examples and figures. The author made a great effort to make this book

clear and comprehensive. You wont get board reading this book. I am glad that I purchased this

book and I will keep it.”



Bianca Anastasi, “Amazing book, would not have managed my Masters dissertation without

this!!!!!. This book was a life saver in helping me with my Masters dissertation and I genuinely

would not have managed this dissertation without this book!!! It is so informative and clear and

the book is set out in the same way the actual systematic review will be set out i.e. it starts with

how to tackle the introduction etc. It really does guide you through the process of a systematic

review! Thoroughly recommend this to anyone needing a helping hand with carrying out a

systematic review!!”

The book by Rachele Kanigel has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 278 people have provided feedback.
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